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Abstract


The applicability of potential flow calcu—
lations for developing high—lift devices, is
evaluated by comparing calculated pressure
distributions over wing sections with trailing
and leading edge high—lift devices, and expe—
rimental results, obtained during routine wind
tunnel tests.

From these comparisons it was found, that
the resuits of the calculations car be used
for a number of purposes, viz.:

The load estimation on an element of a
multiple aerofoil.
The interpretation of wind tunnel test
results.
The codification of a configuration, al—
ready tested.

It turned out to be impossible to optimize
a given configuration by potential flow cal—
culations only, the viscous effects being too
important. In such a case boundary layer cal—
culations must be included. It seems possible
to refine the calculations by including
boundary layer effects, but it is open to dis—
cussion, whether the maximum lift and the drag,
which are vital in the optimization procedure,
can be predicted with sufficient accuracy at
the present state—of—the—art of boundary layer
calculations.

1. Introduction

High—lift research very often involved two—
dimensional investigations, to the effect
that the optimization is performed in two—
dimensional tests and the optimal configuration
thus established, is checked in a test on a
three—dimensional model.

This procedure is adopted, because of the
relative simplicity of optimization tests in
two dimensions, compared with three dimens—
ions.

A standard testing technique has been de—
veloped, involving pressure measurements at
the mid—span section of a two—dimensional
model and a control of the tunnel wall
boundary layer at the wing—wall junctions by
blowing (1). Since the feasibility of calcu—
lating the potential flow pressure dis'tribu—
tion around a multiple aerofoil by means of
singularity methods, was already shown by a
number of investigators (2,3,4), the question
was put forward, whether such potential flow
calculations can support the development of
high—lift devices.

These calculations might be used for several
purposes, viz.:

Load estimation.
Interpretation of wind tunnel test results.
Modification of a configuration already
tested.
Pre—selection of a configuration out of'a
number of proposed configurations.
Optimization of a chosen configuration.

The usefulness of the potential flow calcula—
tions in the above mentioned cases is evalua—
ted by comparing the calculated pressure distri—
bution on some configurations, with the results
of earlier routine optimization tests (6).

The calculations were carried out with a
two—dimensional version of a singularity method,
developed in the first nlace fcr three—dimens—
ional problems. The method uses a source
distribution on the contour and a vortex
distribution on the mean line (5).

2. The singularity method

2.1 Short description

The programme for calculating the pressure
distribution around a multiple aerofoil, is a
limiting case in two dimensions of a method
for calculating wing—body combinations, the
NLR panel method (5).

109 This investigation was performed under contract with the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace
Programs (NIVR),
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The NLR panel method is a singularity
method, with a source distribution on the con—
tour and a vortex distribution on the mean line
(see figure 1). The profile contours are ap—
proximated by straight line segments, connect—
ing the given contour points. The mean line is
defined by the points midway between pairs of
points opposite to each other at the upper and
lower side of the profiles. Vortices are lo—
cated at these points of the mean line. As a
consequence, the number of contour points on
the upper and lower surface of the contour,
must be equal.

Nin

0 GIVEN CONTOUR PONTS

o CONTROL PONTS (V, =0 )

VORTEX POINTS (MEAN UNE)

pp. KUTTA CONTROL POINT

Representation of multiple aerofcil
contour by straiett line segments with
a source distribution on the segments
ani discrete vortices on the mean line.

The boundary condition (zero normal velocity)
is imposed on the control points in the centre
of each contour panel. In the lifting case, the
requirement for circulation leads to the con—
dition of smooth flow at the trailing edge of
each of the profiles. This Kutta—condition is
applied to each of the profiles of the confi—
garation, by requiring the velocity at a short
distance behind the trailing edge, to have the
direction of the bisector of the tail angle.

The Kutta—condition only determines the
total vortex strength within a profile, nct
the distribution over the different points of
the mean line. This must be chosen a priori.
Most cases treated with the present method,
appeared to be very little sensitive to the
shape of the chosen vorticity distribution, as
long as the distribution was sufficiently
smooth, and the vorticity is zero in a region
near the leading and trailing edge of the
profile. The forces and moments on the consti—
tuting parts are calculated by integrating
the calculated pressures. All coefficients are
non—dimensionalized by the same reference
length, viz, the basic (flap up) chord of the
wing. The total lift and the pitching moment
are calculated from the forces and moments on
the separate parts.

The YLR panel method contains a compressi—
bility correction, which has been developed
for small incidences and high subsonic Mach
numbers and which gives reliable results in
those cases. It has not been verified yet,
whether the same compressibility correction
may be applied, when low subsonic Mach numbers


are considered with high angles of attack, as
encountered with high—lift devices.

2.2 The accuracy of the singularity method


The accuracy of the singularity method de—
pends on the number and the distribution of
the contour points used in the calculations.
Up to now, a proper mathematical error analy—
sis for the singularity method considered, has
not been carried out. However, it was found
from applications to isolated profiles, for
which exact analytical solutions are available,
that the distribution of contour points has to
satisfy a number of general rules (for a com—
parison with exact solutions, see the Refs.
8 and 9).

The most important of these general rules
is, that the distribution of the contour
points has to be smooth. In addition, the local
panel length should be small with respect to
a local characteristic dimension of the aero—
foil. The latter implies an increase in con—
tour point density in the leading and trailing
edge regions of the aerofoil. It was found,
however, that this condition could be weakened
in the trailing edge region, if the contour
points on the upper and lower surface were
chcsen opposite to one another.

When the general rules, just mentioned, are
followed, the experience at NLR is, that 60 to
80 contour points are sufficient to obtain a
10/o accurate solution for a single aerofoil.
For a smaller number of contour points, the
potential flow lift is generally underestimated.

Satisfying the rules for multinle aerefoils
implies that special attention must be paid to
the slot regions, where the local characteristic
dimension is generally small.

2.3 The choice of the number of contour points

The purpose of the calculation method was
to use it on a routine basis and therefore,
the method had to be fast and cheap.
Because no boundary layer calculations are in—
cluded in this routine method, the general
characteristics of the potential flow pressure
distribution are of interest only, and a high
accuracy is not needed.
For that reason, only a limited number of
contour points is used, which are normally
readily available.
Only in those cases, where the notential flow
lift and pressure distribution have to be
known accurately, an increased number of
contour points must be anplied.

An impression et the influence of the number
of contour points on the calculated lift of a
single slotted flan (deflected 30 degrees), is
given in the table below.

number of con— calculated lift
tour points a=00 a=60

66 2.023 2.736
88 2.160 2.921

116 2.164 2.928
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The time required, to calculate a single
configuration with 110 contour points at one
angle of attack on a CDC 6600 oomputer, is
about 40 system seconds (central processor
time about 30 seconds).

3. The applicationof potentialflow 
calculations


3.1 Generalremarks

As already mentioned in the Introduction,
potential flow calculations might be used e.g.
for:

Load estimation.
Interpretation of wind tunnel test results.
Modification of a configuration already
tested.
Pre-selection of a configuration out of
a number of proposed configurations.
Optimization of a chosen configuration.

The pressure distributions over a number of
configurations already tested in the wind tun-
nel, were calculated and compared with the
experimental results. From this comparison,
limited conclusions can be attained concerning
the usefulness of the calculations. This will
be discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Load estimation

The figures 2 and 3 show a comparison be-
tween the calculated and experimental load on
a double slotted flap and on a slat. The

_6_ _I
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Fig.2 The calculated and experimental normal
and tangential force on a double slotted
flan, as a function of the flap deflect-
ion and at three values of the vane
angle.
Note: the coefficients are referred to
the basic wing chord instead of the flap
chord.

agreement is reasonable, but the discrepancies
in the tangential force ct are larger than in

the normal force cn, especially for the slat.

CtSLAT

5 10 15 20

ANGLE OF ATTACKS(DEGREES)

Fig.3 The calculated and experimental normal
and tangential force on a slat, as a
function of the angle of attack.
Note: the coefficients are referred to
the basic wing chord instead of the
flap chord.

It seems natural, that the flow separation at
the slat lower surface (due to the sharp edge
in the lower contour), has a large influence
on the tangential force (drag). Fortunately,
its influence on the normal force (lift) is
less.

The forces on a flap or slat can be pre-
dicted accurately enough, to use them in a
preliminary design study conoerning the flap
or slat drive mechanism. This may be important
in estimating the disturbance in the flap or
slat slot by this drive mechanism.
The load estimation can also be useful in de-
signing the two-dimensional wind tunnel model.

3.3 The interpretationof wind tunneltest 
results


From the comparison between calculation and
experiment, it is possible to give some exam-
ples, which illustrate the use that has been
made of the calculations in interpreting ex-
perimental results.

3.3.1 Influenceof separationbubble


In figure 4, the calculated pressure distri-
bution on a single slotted flap is compared
with the experimental result. Noticeable
differences occur at the shroud lower surface
and at the leading edge of the flap upper sur-
face.

--0--CALCULATED
-EXPERIMENT
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Fig.4 The calculatedand experimentalpressure
distributionaroundthe singleslotted
flap.Take specialnoticeof the dis-
crepanciesat the shroudlowersurface
and the flap uppersurface.

MODIFIED SHROUD

Cp

Fi,pc.5The simulationin potentialflow of the
"free streamline"of the separation
bubbleat the shroudlowersurfaceby
a modifioationof the shroudcontour.


This is probablydue to a separationbubbleat
the shroud,oausedby the sharpedge in the
loweroontour.This separationbubblemodifies
the flow throughthe flap slot in sucha way,
that a suctionpeak appearson the flap.
This oonjecturewas investigatedsomewhat
further,by assuminga shapeof the "free
streamline"of the separationbubbleand cal-
culatingthe potentialflow pressuredistri-
butionwith thismodifiedshroud(Fig.5).It
appearsfrom figure5,that it is possibleto
inducea suctionpeak on the flap by simula-
ting a separationbubble,whichconfirmsthe
conjecture,that the suctionpeak was due to
the separationbubble.By trialand errora
closeragreementwith the experimentalresults
might be realized,but thatwas not the pur-
pose of thiscalculation.

3.3.2 Interactionbetweenwing and flap

Optimizingthe positionof a flap relative
to the main wing, oftengivesresults,which
cannotbe interpretedunequivocally.It is
possibleto get a deeperinsightinto the
mutual interferencebetweenwing and flap,by
using potentialflowcalculations(10).

Figure6 showsthe calculatedand experi-
mental influenceon the totallift and on the
flap load,of a rearwarddisplacementof the
flap and figure7 showsthe influenceof a
verticaldisplacement.

F 1

V
3-2*/. C

.f25°

CALCULATED

Fi.g.6The influenceof a rearwarddisplace-
ment of the flapat a constantgap
width,on the totallift and on the
flap load.
Cn is referredto the wing chordinstead
.of the flapchord.
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Fig.7 The influenceof a variationof the gap
widthat a fixedrearwardposition,on
the totallift and on the flap load.
Cn is referredto the wing chord instead

of the flan chord.

The calculatedresultsin both figuresshow
an inoreasein total lift and a decreaseof
the flap loadby moving the flap rearwardor
by diminishingthe gap width,thus in those
cases,where the leadingedge of the flap ap—
proachesthe trailingedge of the main ving.
This oan be explainedas follows:
Close to the leadingedge of the flap,a
strongupflow is present.When the leadingedge
of the flap approaohesthe trailingedge of
the mainwing, the circulationaboutthe main
wing must increaseto compensatethiscross—
flow componentat the trailingedge in orderto
satisfythe Kutta—oondition.
The effeotiveangleof attackof the flap di—
minishes,however,by the prescribedflow
directionat the trailingedge of the main
wing, leadingto a decreaseof the flap load.

The figures6 and 7 show,that in some
oases,the variationof the experimentallift
or flap load differsfrom the calculated
variation.
The differencein variationof the flap load
by movingthe flap rearward (Fig.6), is possi—
bly related to the separated flow region on the
shroud lower surface (of. Seot. 3.3.1). With
the flap in the forward position, the lift on
the flap is disturbed by the separated flow of
the shroud. Moving the flap rearward, the flap
comes out of this separated flow region and
the load inoreases in such a way, that it over—
compensates the load deorease, found by the
potential flow oaloulations.

Figure7 shows, that a deorease of the gap
width, leads to a decrease of the experimental
total lift instead of an inorease, as was ex—
pected from potentialflowcalculations.This
is oonneotedwith the mixing of the boundary
layers of the main wing and the flap (of.
Ref. 10). This merging of the boundary layers
does not affeot the variation of the flap load.
It suggests that this merging must prinoipally
affeot the conditions at the trailing edge of
the main wing and not the conditions at the
flap.
Note:
The experimental flap load at the small flap
deflection (bf 10°) in figure 7 is larger

than the potentialflowvalue.This is caused
by the suctionpeak on the flap, inducedby the
separationbubble on the shroud (of.Sect.
3.3.1),which is not presentin the potential
flow calculations.This effectis much smaller
at largerflap defleotions.

3.3.3 The "aerodynamicefficiency"of
a configuration


Comparingthe experimentallift curves
with potentialflow lift,an indicationis ob—
tainedof the influenceof viscosityon lift.
In otherwords, the magnitudeof the differ—
ence betweenthe calculatedand experimental
lift, is a measureof the "aerodynamiceffi—
ciency"of the configuration.
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FiR.8 Comparisonbetween the calculated and
experimental lift, as a measure of the
"aerodynamic effioiency" of a flap
configuration.

In figure 8, the oaloulated and experiment—
al lift curves are compared for two different
positions of the single slotted flap behind
a wing. The configuration with the flap in the
forward position shows the largest deviation
from the calculated lift, which is due to the
interaction with the separated flow region of
the shroud (of. Sect. 3.3.2).

Because of the limited number of contour
points used in the present calculations, the
potential flow lift is underestimated, but the
magnitude of the underestimation will be
roughlyequal in both casesand it will not
seriouslyaffeot the comparison.
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3.4 Modification, pre—selection and opti—
mization 


The pre—selection of a configuration out
of a number of proposed configurations (choice
of the type of device), the modification of
a configuration already tested (shane varia—
tion) and the optimization of a chosen con—
figuration (relative positions of the ele—
ments), with the help of potential flow cal—
culations, all have one problem in common,
viz, the translation of the shape of the
pressure distribution into the boundary layer
effect on maximum lift and also drag.
In the next sub—sections will be discussed,
to what extent this can be accomplished,
without incorporating boundary layer calcu—
lations.

3.4.1 Modification of a configuration

When a configuration has been tested in a
wind tunnel and the results have been analy—
sed, the over—all influence of the boundary
layer is known. This greatly simplifies the
task of choosing a particular shape out of
several proposed modifications.

yi

X

Fig.9 The calculated pressure distribution
about three different nose sections, at
a constant angle of attack.

An example is given in figure 9. It appear—
ed from wind tunnel tests on a wing with a
trailing edge flap, that the maximum lift of
this configuration was determined by a leading
edge stall. The nose section of the aerofoil
involved was almost symmetrical (see full line
in figure 9). Two modifications were pronosed, 


viz, a drooped nose with about the same nose
radius (dashed line) and a configuration with
an increased nose radius but only a slight
droop (full line with dots).
Knowing the boundary layer behaviour of the
original nose section, the calculated pressure
distributions of the modified nose sections
leads one to expect, that the drooped nose will
postpone the leading edge stall, whereas the
other modification will have little effect.
This was indeed confirmed by the subsequent
experiments.

3.4.2 Pre—selection of a configuration 


The pre—selection, with the aid of potential
flow calculations, of a configuration out of a
number of proposed high—lift devices, must
strongly rely on experience.
The pre—selection based on maximum lift, can
only be accomplished, if a simnle correlation
exists between the maximum lift and the shape
of the pressure distribution. A pre—selection
on the basis of low drag, seems hardly possible
without boundary layer calculations.

3.4.3 Optimization

In this case, the objective is to find that
position of.the flap or the slat, that gives
the highest maximum lift (or the highest lift—
drag ratio at a given lift).
At first sight, it seems not impossible to pre—
dict in some cases the variation in maximum
lift with flap or slat position, from the cal—
culated pressure distributions.

There are cases, however, where the inviscid
pressure distribution is not correlated with
the maximum lift. The discussion in section
3.3.2 is an example of a situation, where the
potential flow calculations and the exneriment—
al results show opposite trends.

Another example, where the pressure distri—
butiun alone ,Fj.tres nct enourh information to
orediot the trend of the maximum lift varia.—
ticn, is the deters,iration of the slat posi—
tion ir front of a wint2:, that .7iveu the
hivhiest maximur lift.

2C shows the exuerjnertal pressure
distrihution or the slat upper surface and on
the front part of the main wing at maximum
7ift (thus zust before the stall), for two
slat positions.
It appeared from experiment, that in bctl
cases, the rair w1.- stalled firrt. Therefore,
the main win determined the maximum lift.
The configuration with the narrow gan (broken
line) shows the smalest maximur lift.
This is not evident from tie pressure distri—
bution or the main wing. The pressure distri—
bution for the narrow gar looks more favour—
able with respect to the boundary layer be—
haviour, than the pressure distribution for
the wide gap, but in both cases, the flow on
the main wing is close to separation.
This contradiction can be explained by con—
sidering the mixing of the wake of the slat
with the boundary layer of the main wing. This
mixing affects the initial conditions of the
boundary layer unfavourably.
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Fig.1C The experimental pressure distribution
just before the stall, fcr two slat
positions. The full line is the large
gan and the broken line the small gap.

This effect can only be handled by boundary
layer calculations incorporating mixing ef-
fects (confluent boundary layers, see Ref.7).

Summing un, the modification of a shape
already tested in the wind tunnel, can be guid-
ed by potential flow calculations. The useful-
ness of potential flow calculations for pre-
selection and optimization is limited, as
long as no boundary layer calcu7ations are in-
cluded and must strongly rely on experience.

The feasibility of boundary
layer calculations


In the foregoing discussion of the appli-
cation of potential flow calculations, it ap-
peared,that the range of problems,that
couldbe handledby calculation,possiblycan
be extendedby includingboundarylayercal-
culations.

The accuratecalculationof the complete
viscousflow about a multipleaerofoil,is a
formidabletask and seemsstillremote.Such
a calculationmust include:
The potentialflow abouta givencontour,
includingthe correctionfor boundarylayer
displacement.
The laminarboundarylayer.
A predictionof the transitionregion,or a
prediction,whethera separatedlaminar
boundarylayershows turbulentreattachment
(laminarstall or laminarseparationbubble).
The turbulentboundarylayerand a predict-
ion of the turbulentseparationpoint.
A good representationof the singularbeha-
viour at the trailingedge(s).
Mixingof two boundarylayers(confluent
boundarylayer).
Viscousflow throughstronglycurvedslots.
Calculationof separatedflows.

Reference7 gives an exampleof a computer
programme,which includesmany of the above
mentioneditems,but which is not yet capable
of calculatingseparatedflowsand of esti-
matingthe maximumliftand the drag with suf-
ficientaccuracy.

However,the abovementionedprogrammemight
be very useful in showingtrends,by varying
a certainconfiguration.To assessthe range
of applicabilityof such a programme,all the
differenttheoreticaland empiricalelements,
which constitutethisprogramme,must be
evaluatedseparately.It seemsa big task in-
deed, to carry out suchan evaluationand to
gather the experienceto work effectivelyand
with confidencewith such a complicatedpro-
gramme.

5. Concludingremarks


To furtherthe developmentof high-lift
devicesby theoreticalcalculations,necessi-
tates in many cases the predictionof drag
and maximumlift of a multipleaerofoilsystem.
Very much empiricaldata must be includedto
predicttrendsin drag and maximumlift from
potentialflow calculationsonly and there-
fore, the pre-selectionof a configurationout
of a numberof proposedhigh-liftsystemsand
the optimizationof a chosensystemwith the
help of potentialflowcalculations,seem
not very appropriate.

By comparingpotentialflow pressure
distributionswith experimentalresults,it
was found,that thesecalculationscouldbe
useful in the followingcases:

The load estimationfor a preliminary
designstudy.
The interpretationof wind tunneltest
results.
The modificationof a configuration,al-
ready tested.

In thosecases,the over-allcharacterof the
pressuredistributionwas of interestonly,
and the calculationscouldbe simplifiedby
using a limitednumberof contourpoints
(about30 to 40 per profile).

The incorporationof viscouseffectsinto
the calculations,to predictmaximumlift and
drag, seemsa formidabletask in view of the
largenumberof theoreticaland empiricalele-
ments involved,which shouldall be evaluated
separatelyas well as in combination.
A sensibleapproachis probablyto incorporate
in the computerprogrammethe differentaspects
of viscosity(especiallythe predictionof
separationpointsand the calculationof sepa-
rated flows)in a step by step manner,with
evaluationof the meritsof the extensionin
each step.
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